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world
Pacts with Panama, Seoul, Bogota

Obama signs
three FTAs
Washington
AP

President Barack Obama signed
off Friday on his administration’s
first three — and possibly last
— free-trade agreements: deals
with South Korea, Colombia and
Panama that could be worth billions to exporters and create tens
of thousands of jobs.
The three deals were years in
the making, and the difficulty of
bringing them to fruition make
it unlikely there will be another
bilateral trade agreement during
Obama’s current term.
Obama signed them with
none of the fanfare that normally
accompanies such triumphs.
Republicans, while supportive of the deals, continue to find
fault with Obama’s trade policies. And nearly three-fourths of
Democrats in the House of Representatives voted against the
trade measures.
The agreements will bring to
20 those countries that have freetrade relations with the U.S.
Trade will not go away as
an issue, as the administration
pushes ahead with a major Pacific Rim trade pact, Congress
and the White House scuffle over
China, and Republicans take aim
at Obama’s policies during the
presidential campaign.
“I don’t see this administration
coming up with new free-trade
agreements,” said National Foreign Trade Council President Bill
Reinsch. “For the next six months
we should go after trade liberalization in manageable pieces.”
Republicans accuse the administration of moving too slowly to
find new free-trade partners, resulting in U.S. exporters losing out
to foreign rivals. The administration says it is promoting free trade
but wants to assure that the other
side is playing by the rules, that
basic worker and environmental
rights are observed and that deals
promote U.S. job growth.
U.S. Trade Representative Ron
Kirk said the guiding principle
has been not just to complete the
three trade agreements but “to
develop a new paradigm for trade,
and rebuild and restore America’s
confidence in our trading policy.”
He added that the administration was on track to reach
Obama’s goal of doubling U.S.
exports over a five-year period.
Trade officials, in justifying
their approach, point to the 83
Senate votes for the South Korean
deal, the highest total ever for a
free-trade vote, which was renegotiated by Obama to expand access
for U.S. vehicles in South Korea.

The accord with South Korea
is estimated to support 70,000
jobs, and the signing capped a
singular moment of triumph for
a president who during the past
year has seen his jobs agenda
blocked on every front by unified Republican opposition. This
time Republicans were his eager
partners, urging him to move
even faster to complete the longdelayed trade deals and move on
to new ones.
Obama also signed legislation
extending a program, a Democratic favorite, to help workers
hurt by foreign trade. Yet the quiet signing ceremony and a lowkey reception in the Rose Garden
for those who might benefit from
the agreements reflected the unpopularity of free-trade pacts
among Obama’s core labor supporters, and the uncertainty of
his future trade policy.
Supporters say the three
deals are a winning proposition for American businessmen
and farmers who now face high
tariffs in those three countries,
while those countries can ship
goods to the United States with
few or no duties. The deal with
South Korea could boost exports
by $10 billion, erasing the current trade gap.
The three deals were initially
signed in the administration
of former President George W.
Bush but were slowed down as
the Obama White House renegotiated changes and haggled with
Republicans over the worker aid
program.
The Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative is now shifting
its attention to the Trans-Pacific
Partnership, an economic alliance that would link the United
States with Brunei, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Vietnam and four
countries that are already freetrade partners — Australia, Chile,
Peru and Singapore. Going beyond cutting tariffs, the alliance
would tackle such areas as financial services, intellectual property
rights, government procurement,
investment and conservation.
Kirk said negotiators had
been “making really good progress,” and they hoped to have the
broad outline of an agreement
when leaders meet in Honolulu
next month for the annual AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation
forum.
Mitt
Romney,
currently
viewed as the strongest contender for the Republican presidential nomination, said in a trade
policy speech this month that
he would work to promote more
free-trade agreements.

What goes around...: Images from a video that a rebel fighter took with his cellphone show former Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi being beaten after his capture in Sirte on Thursday.
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Rights groups seek probe as Gadhafi’s death casts pall over new Libya
Tripoli
THE WASHINGTON POST, AP

International human rights
groups called Friday for an investigation into the death of former Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi, after gory new videos of
his final moments emerged and
skepticism mounted over official
claims that he was shot in crossfire after being captured.
The new cellphone footage,
which shows the deposed dictator
being spat at and punched, cast a
shadow over the rebels even as
they were celebrating the end of
their eight-month struggle to wrest
control of the country. NATO had
backed the rebels in the name of
shielding prodemocracy civilians
from Gadhafi’s brutality.
“The government version certainly does not fit with the reality we have seen on the ground,”
said Peter Boukaert of Human
Rights Watch. Amnesty International warned that the killing
could be a war crime.
The firestorm over Gadhafi’s
death occurred as NATO announced its military mission will
come to an end Oct. 31. “I’m very
proud of what we have achieved,
together with our partners,” Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen said in Brussels.
But in Libya, the circumstances of Gadhafi’s death were proving troublesome for the interim
government.
Senior officials met late into
the night to consider the demands for an investigation and
to decide how to bury Gadhafi
secretly so that the grave does
not become a pilgrimage site. The
deposed leader’s body was stored
Friday in a refrigerated room normally used as a meat locker at a
shopping center in Misrata, the
home of the fighters who captured him. Local citizens were allowed to file past the corpse, and
scores of people lined up for a
glimpse of the ex-dictator, whose
troops partially destroyed the city
in fierce fighting last spring.

Snatches of cellphone footage
posted on YouTube and played on
Arab-language television showed
the rebels trying to raise Gadhafi
from the ground after his capture
Thursday. His face is dripping
with blood and his shirt stained
crimson, but he is clearly alive.
“You dog! This is Misrata. Misrata captured you,” they taunted
him. One spat in his face.
“Have pity! Don’t hit me!”
Gadhafi cried. “Now you know
pity!” one man responded. Another video showed Gadhafi being punched and hit as he was
splayed on a trunk hood.
State Department spokesman
Mark Toner told reporters in
Washington that the new Libyan
government had “pledged to
provide a full accounting of what
happened, what transpired leading up to his death. And we look
to them to do that.”
A U.N. official said a panel set
up to investigate abuses in Libya
will probably take up the matter
of Gadhafi’s death. “More details
are needed to ascertain whether
he was killed in some form of
fighting or was executed after his
capture,” said Rupert Colville, a
spokesman for the U.N. Human
Rights Council in Geneva.
Prime Minister Mahmoud
Jibril had said Thursday that
Gadhafi was not injured when
he was captured, but was fatally
shot in the head in “crossfire” between rebels and loyalist forces
as he was driven away in a truck.
But Human Rights Watch’s
Boukaert said Friday that interviews with rebel commanders
and loyalist fighters traveling
with Gadhafi revealed a very different version of events.
“Commanders I spoke to said
chaos ensued” after Gadhafi was
captured, with rebels yanking his
hair and abusing him, Boukaert
said. Boukaert said that Gadhafi
had been shot in the leg and
stomach before his capture but
that he was “certainly not mortally wounded.”
There were no reports in

Young rebel fighter says he caught, killed Gadhafi
Tripoli AFP-JIJI
In a video posted Friday on the Internet, a
young Libyan fighter claims he captured
Moammar Gadhafi and shot him twice,
fatally wounding the deposed leader.
The claim by Sanad al-Sadek al-Ureibi,
from Benghazi, added fuel to speculation
over how Gadhafi diedThursday.
In the video, al-Ureibi is interviewed and
congratulated by a number of men, some
of them wearing military fatigues.
The men show the camera a bloody
jacket allegedly belonging to Gadhafi and a
gold ring engraved with the name of his
second wife, Safia, and the date of their
marriage, Sept. 10, 1970.
He said he was separated from
members of his brigade in Benghazi and
decided to join the rebels’ assault on Sirte.
“We came across Gadhafi in a street as
he was walking with some children and

Sanad al-Sadek al-Ureibi

Sirte of firefights as Gadhafi was
driven away, Boukaert said. “The
rebels are not ashamed about
(killing Gadhafi),” he said.
AP quoted a young fighter —
who reported riding in the vehicle with Gadhafi out of Sirte — as
saying Gadhafi died en route to a
field hospital of wounds he had
already sustained. The fighter,
Siraq al-Hamali, did not mention
the vehicle coming under fire.
A coroner listed Gadhafi’s
cause of death as a bullet in the
head and a chest wound.
“If Col. Gadhafi was killed
after he was captured, it would
constitute a war crime and those
responsible should be brought to
justice,” Claudio Cordone, senior
director at Amnesty International, said in a statement. The group
called for an independent investigation into the death.
While human rights groups
said Gadhafi’s death could throw
into question the democratic
credentials of the new government, Libyans seemed unconcerned at the manner in which
Gadhafi died. The issue did not
come up in a sermon about the

new Libya to hundreds of jubilant, flag-waving people who
gathered for Friday prayers in
Tripoli’s Martyr Square, formerly
known as Green Square.
“He did worse” to the Libyan
people, shrugged Hisham Krekshi, deputy chairman of the
interim government’s Tripoli
council. “You think we care? It’s
good he died.”
New videos also raised questions about how Gadhafi’s son,
Mutassim, died Thursday. One
video clip shows him seemingly
lucid, sitting and smoking a cigarette as he is taunted by an offscreen rebel.
On Thursday night, the bodies of Gadhafi and his son were
moved between homes around
Misrata every two hours to avoid
the crush of people who gathered outside, according to Tirana
Hassan, a Human Rights Watch
investigator in the city.
On Friday, there was still a long
line of onlookers trying to view
Gadhafi’s body, she said. Hassan said that some people yelled
“God is great!” as they exited the
meat locker.

girls. He was wearing a hat. We recognized
his hair, and a fighter from Misrata said to
me: ‘That’s Gadhafi; let’s get him.’”
Al-Ureibi said he neutralized the former
Libyan leader, who was carrying a gold
pistol, by grabbing his arms.
“I slapped him. He said to me, ‘You are
like my son.’ I slapped him a second time.
He said, ‘I am like your father.’Then I
grabbed him by the hair and put him on
the ground,” he said.
He said he wanted to take Gadhafi to
Benghazi, but when Misrata fighters
insisted on taking him back to their city, he
opened fire and shot Gadhafi. “I fired two
bullets at him. One hit under his armpit, the
other his head. He did not die immediately.
It took him half an hour,” al-Ureibi said.
He said the Misrata fighters confiscated
his pistol and threatened to kill him if he
returned to the city.

NATO to exit Libya in 10 days
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Gadhafi’s formidable air defenses, including missile and radar
networks. Libya’s former rebels
killed Gadhafi on Thursday, and
officials had said they expected
the aerial operation to end very
soon.
NATO warplanes have flown
about 26,000 sorties, including
over 9,600 strike missions. They
destroyed about 5,900 military targets, including Libya’s air defenses
and over 1,000 tanks, vehicles and
guns, as well as Gadhafi’s command and control networks.
NATO earlier said its commanders were unaware Gadhafi
was in a convoy NATO bombed
as it fled Sirte.
In a statement Friday, NATO
said an initial Thursday morning
strike was aimed at a convoy of
about 75 armed vehicles leaving
Sirte, the city defended by Gadhafi loyalists. One was destroyed,
which resulted in the convoy’s
dispersal.
Another jet then engaged about

20 vehicles that were driving at
great speed toward the south, destroying or damaging about 10 of
them.
“We later learned from open
sources and allied intelligence
that Gadhafi was in the convoy
and that the strike likely contributed to his capture,” the statement said.
The killing has energized protesters in the Arab world, with
thousands of demonstrators in
Syria and Yemen pouring into
the streets Friday, saying their
longtime rulers will be next.
Syrian
President
Bashar
Assad’s security forces opened fire
on the protesters, killing at least
24 people nationwide on Friday,
according to activists. It did not
stop the crowds from chanting,
“Your turn is coming, Bashar.”
Yemenis delivered a similar
message to President Ali Abdullah Saleh, who survived an assassination attempt in June. “Gadhafi
is gone, and you’re next, oh
butcher,” they chanted.

contribution to Hungarian-Japanese ties. The history of Japanese-Hungarian relations shows
that the strongest foundation of
our fruitful and friendly relations

is the ties between individuals
and civic groups. On this occasion I am wishing them and all
the readers of The Japan Times a
very pleasant national day!

Hungary national day
A successful year for Hungarian-Japanese relations
Istvan Szerdahelyi
AMBASSADOR OF HUNGARY

Today, Oct. 23, we celebrate
our youngest national memorial day, when we remember
the starting date of the revolution against
Soviet-installed
communist tyranny in 1956.
Although the
revolution itself
was suppressed
and failed on
the battlefield,
the courageous fight bore fruit:
On this day in 1956 the world
had changed and would never
be the same as before, the first
crack on the wall of the Eastern bloc had been made as a
result of the glorious uprising
by our forefathers. The news of
the brave fight of the Hungarians against an insurmountable enemy had spread around
the world, drawing the attention and admiration of the free
world, including Japan. There
was an overflow of sympathy toward the Hungarian fighters and
for the 200,000 refugees who
were forced to leave their home
country to avoid persecution. In
November 1956, a civil association was formed in Japan with
politicians, journalists, scholars
and many other sympathizers.

A similar wave of widespreading sympathy was felt in
Hungary this year after Japan
had suffered one of the biggest
disasters in history. Both the government and civilians rushed to
collect donations and organized
charity events. The most beautiful moment was when a group of
high school students from Japan
traveled to Hungary on the invitation of the city of Hodmezovasarhely. Besides sympathy, Hungarian people have been watching with great admiration how
strongly, resiliently and bravely
the Japanese people are trying
to overcome the hardships they
have had to face, which are incomprehensible to most of us.
This was not the only successful cooperation between
Japan and Hungary this year. In
2011, Hungary was not only the
presiding country of the council
of the European Union, but also
the co-chair of the Asia-Europe
Meeting (ASEM) together with
Japan. With mutual efforts the
ASEM process can look back on
a successful year. The highlight
was the ASEM Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in June held in the
beautiful city of Godollo, where
we had the honor to welcome
then Foreign Minister Takeaki
Matsumoto. The other highlight
of diplomacy was the JapanHungary summit meeting in May

Solidarity: Hungarian President Pal Schmitt welcomes students from Fukushima Prefecture at the
presidential palace in Budapest in July. TAMAS GRIECHISCH

between then Prime Minister
Naoto Kan and his counterpart,
Viktor Orban.
Our friendly relations do not
only cover politics and diplomacy, but range from culture
to education at a much wider
horizon. Moreover, it has always
been the civic ties, the peopleto-people connections that have
been the real engine of JapaneseHungarian relations and have
kept our friendship alive and vi-

brant. Speaking of culture, I have
to emphasize that 2011 is the
200th anniversary of the birth of
one of the most famous Hungarian composers, Ferenc (Franz)
Liszt. During the anniversary
year, several musical events are
being held in Japan. Liszt’s name
sounds familiar to many people
in Japan; the music academy in
Budapest bearing his name attracts a high number of young
Japanese musicians who want

to refine their musical skills. Besides Liszt, I also have to mention Zoltan Kodaly, whose 130th
anniversary will be celebrated
next year, who is best known in
Japan outside Hungary thanks
to his famous music teaching
method that is widely applied in
Japan.
2011 was also a year of boom
in the development in educational relationships between our
countries. In this year a total of

16 Hungarian students were
given the chance to study at
Josai University and Josai International University. Besides the
Monbusho (education ministry)
and other governmental and private scholarship programs, this
is an exceptional opportunity for
young Hungarian students who
are devoted to Japanese culture
and wish to study in Japan.
As 2011 was a challenging
year for Japan, it was also a challenge for Hungary as well, but
from a different perspective.
Hungary has been going through
a difficult but successful financial stabilization process during which we have been able to
radically reduce both the budget
deficit and the size of the government debt. This is exceptional in
the world. The Hungarian government took a very difficult way
to improve both state finances
and competitiveness, which involved reducing both government expenditures and the tax
burdens impeding economic
growth. That doesn’t mean Hungary has the economic crisis behind it; even next year will be a
difficult and challenging one. But
with the improving competitiveness and business environment,
we are waiting for further investments from Japanese companies,
who are the most important investors from Asia.
With my closing words I greet
all Hungarians living, studying
and working here in Japan, who
make an invisible but important
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